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Abstract—Reversibility in computation refers to the quality of computational processes being time-reversible, meaning that the dynamics of the process remain well-defined when the sequence of time-states is reversed.

This report surveys the implementation of reversibility in software of distributed concurrent systems that rely on message passing as the method of communication. More specifically, two application domains are explored: employing reversibility to achieve fault-tolerance in concurrent systems, and implementing reversible debugging in message-passing systems, by looking at existing implementations, and exploring a possibility of implementing a causal-consistent reversible debugger for the Message Passing Interface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The idea of reversibility in computation originates from studies on the thermodynamic properties of computational processes by Robert Landauer in 1961 [1]. Landauer noted that irreversible computation must always exert a minimal amount of heat, as some information is lost. Therefore, logically reversible operations could in principle be carried out without any dissipation of heat.

Since then, there has been considerable research and practical work done on multiple levels of computation to introduce the concept of reversibility into computational processes. Notable cases include theoretical efforts, such as the design of reversible Turing machines [2], and conservative logic [3], as well as implementations on software level, like formal approach to an undo operator [4], and the design and implementation of a time-reversible programming language Janus [5].

The possible motivations for introducing reversibility into a software system are manifold, and the list of applications is definitely expanding as the field develops. There are however domains of application where reversibility has already been shown to yield practical benefit. This is also true in concurrent systems, where some form of reversibility has been implemented on multiple occasions for a specific purpose.

The rest of the report is organized as follows. Chapter II gives a short overview of the Message Passing Interface, as the further topics explored in this report are evaluated against usage with MPI. The effort towards achieving fault-tolerance in concurrent software systems has had some different applications of reversibility, which will be looked at more closely in chapter III. Another application domain which has shown to benefit from reversibility is reversible debugging, which will be explored in chapter IV. In chapter V the logical reversibility of MPI communication operations is evaluated. Finally, chapter VI explores the possibility of implementing a reversible debugger for operations defined by the Message Passing Interface.

II. MESSAGE-PASSING INTERFACE

The Message-Passing Interface (MPI) is a specification that defines a set of library routines for achieving inter-process communication in parallel computing architectures via message-passing. This programming model implies that memory is not shared between processes, and data is moved from the address space of one process to that of another process through cooperative operations on each process [11]. The specification defines the syntax and semantics for the operations, without defining the implementation details. The MPI specification has implementations for languages such as C, C++, and others; and has been adopted widely for parallel computing workloads.

The main constructs defined by MPI are for two-party and multiparty communication, but the specification has been extended over the four major releases to support other parallel programming utilities, such as dynamic process creation, parallel I/O and remote memory access [11].

III. FAULT-TOLERANCE

Parallel systems with a large number of components are by their nature more susceptible to run-time failures than their serial counterparts. This is due to the fact that the probability of a single component failure increases rapidly as we add more components to the system. For example, if single processor has the manufacturer’s guarantee of a Mean Time Between Failures of 10 years, then a system with 10^3 processors will exhibit a failure every 9 minutes on average [8]. Moreover, the communication between the components adds an additional point of failure.

A primary goal when ensuring fault-tolerance in a parallel system is the introduction of mechanisms that prevent a single component failure to cascade into a complete failure of the system. A failure needs to be isolated and mitigated, which can be done spatially (isolating the failed component from the rest of the system), temporally (rolling the system back to last failure-free state), or as a combination of both.
A common approach for failure mitigation in concurrent systems is the **checkpointing** mechanism, combined with a rollback operation. Periodically, the system state is stored as a snapshot of the processes, and when a failure occurs, the system can be rolled back to a failure-free state. Checkpointing in a parallel system can be implemented in different configurations:

- **Level** - a checkpoint might be initiated on system-level (by the underlying os/runtime), by the communication library, or explicitly by the user.
- **Coordination** - checkpointing might be done in a coordinated manner (having all processes record their state at the same time), or, to some degree, in an uncoordinated/independent manner (since the cost of coordination is high).
- **Synchronisation** - checkpointing can be implemented as a blocking operation, meaning no process activity happens during the checkpoint, or asynchronously (for example by using the fork and copy-on-write mechanism) during the process activity. \([8]\)

The goal of the checkpoints is their usage within a **rollback** operation. If an error occurs, rollback allows the system to restore a past state which was correct, and restart the computation from there. In a concurrent system, identifying a global past state is not a straightforward operation however. Since concurrent systems usually lack a global notion of time and each unit in the system maintains their own local state, it is not obvious how to determine a single global state for the localities \([10]\). The approach usually followed in this scenario is **causal consistency** - since the components in the system interact, they have causal effects on each others behaviour. These causal links can be identified, so that the causal consistency can be maintained when some part of the system is rolled back to a previous state. Therefore **causal-consistent rollback** is defined as the minimal causal-consistent sequence of backward steps able to undo a given action\([10]\). Figure 1 depicts an example of communicating processes, where process c has a potentially causal effect on processes b and c, and therefore for executing a rollback on process a, all processes must be rolled back to maintain the globally coherent state.

The rollback mechanism can be considered as an implementation of reversibility, as the process relies on stepping backwards in the flow of program execution. Because of the state-saving via checkpoints, the program need not be reversible in the strict sense to perform rollbacks.

**Fault-tolerance in MPI**

- **MPIX_ERR_PROC_RECOVER** - when a process failure prevents the completion of an MPI operation
- **MPIX_ERR_PROCESS** - when a process failure prevents the completion of an MPI operation
- **MPIX_ERR_COMM_REVOKED** - when one of the ranks in the application has invoked the MPI_Comm_revoke operation on the communicator
- **new interfaces for mitigating failures, such as:**
  - MPIX_Comm_shrink - creates a new communicator where dead processes in comm were removed
  - MPIX_Comm_failure_get_acked - obtains the group of currently acknowledged failed processes

The ULFM proposal does not provide a direct solution for failure mitigation, but rather the interface for the user to define their own implementation of fault-tolerance. For example, the process failure isolation can be combined with user-level checkpointing, so that the failed processes are restored independently. For certain computation patterns there is no need for complex recovery schemes, such as the manager-worker model, where the restore mechanism is as simple as spawning a new worker and dispatching the failed task to a worker for the second time.

In addition to the checkpoint/rollback mechanism, there are other alternatives for ensuring fault-tolerance in an MPI application. For example, replication of tasks is a suitable model for some workloads, as well as algorithm-specific solutions that often show better performance than the resource-costly checkpointing approach\([8]\).

**IV. Reversible Debugging**

Debugging is a practice external to the production run-time of an application, but can still be considered an integral part to the lifecycle of a program. Traditional debuggers support operations such as breakpoints, incremental stepping through the program and accessing the process stacks. Reverse debuggers build on top of that functionality by enabling stepping backwards in the execution of the program.

Many operations that a generic programming language supports are not **backwards-deterministic** (it is not possible to deduct the inputs of an operation from the outputs of
an operation). Furthermore, implementing the true reverting of operations without saving previous states of the program execution would require support for this from the underlying run-time environment of the program. As common program languages/run-times do not support stepping backwards in the execution, a reversible debugger needs to supply this functionality in some external way. A common approach for this is process recording - as the program is executing in the forward direction, the execution is recorded. This recording can in turn be replayed backwards to essentially mimic backwards execution.

There exist multiple implementations of reversible debuggers. One such implementation is GDB - the GNU Project debugger. GDB supports a variety of programming languages and runs on most UNIX-like systems. The support for reversible debugging was added in version 7 in 2009.[6] The reversible debugging is implemented on top of process record/replay functionality - when recording is started, each step of the target process is recorded, and reverse-stepping in the debugger acts by "replaying" the recorded actions in reverse.

A similar recording approach is employed by rr project originally developed by Mozilla. rr stands for record-replay, as the tool enables the user to record any Linux process as it is executing, after which the recording can be deterministically replayed using the gdb debugger. The recording is implemented by monitoring the interactions between a Linux process group and the kernel, as well as recording nondeterministic CPU effects. For the replay mechanism, rr acts as a gdb-server, to which a gdb debugger can be connected to for both forward- and backward-replay of the execution.[13]

Reverse debugging in parallel systems

Debugging a parallel program can be done either by debugging the individual processes, or employing a solution which captures the execution of the whole system composing of many processes. In the second approach, the debugger can be used to gain insight into the global state of the parallel application. To enable more flexibility, such a debugger might support reverse debugging as well. However, when introducing reverse debugging into a parallel debugger, the notion of causal consistency becomes relevant. Consider the case in figure[1] - if we were to use reverse debugging on this execution and stepped backwards in process a along the arrow indicating the rollback without any constraints/side-effects, we would end up in a state which is not causally consistent, as process a exists in the state where it is yet to send a message, but process b has already received this message, as well as passed a potentially causally-related message forward to process c. To avoid this kind of global inconsistency, the debugger must follow the principle of causal consistency by either restricting the user actions that would violate it, or by executing side-effects that maintain the causal consistency (in the example above, processes b and c could be reverted back to the last previous states preceding the exchange of messages).

CauDeR

One notable approach for employing reversible debugging in a parallel computing model with message-passing communication paradigm is done in implementation of CauDeR - A Causal-Consistent Reversible Debugger for Erlang developed by Lanese et al. in [12].

Causal consistency is one of the key features of this debugger. A precondition for the implementation is the development of causal-consistent reversible semantics for the Erlang language. More specifically, the authors first outline a formal model for describing the state of an Erlang program, with emphasis on the message-passing mechanism between processes. This model enables the authors to define formal semantics for rollback operations, that are employed for enabling reversibility in the debugger. The rollback semantics are defined for a single step back, as well as rollbacks up to a certain event. It is important that the rollback operations maintain the causal consistency in the global system state.[12]

Arguably, not all parallel reverse debuggers need to maintain the strict principle of causal consistency. Some common debugging workflows might focus on analyzing the behaviour of a particular node in the parallel system without the need to maintain the global causal coherence at all times. The need for such tools is demonstrated by existing commercial implementations, one of the most prevalent of these being the TotalView HPC debugger. TotalView debugger is developed for the specific purpose of parallel debugging, and employs a ReplayEngine module for reverse debugging via process recording. The Totalview debugger has wide support for different parallel programming paradigms, including MPI applications.[14]

V. LOGICAL REVERSIBILITY OF MPI OPERATIONS

It is worth exploring to what degree are the operations defined by the MPI specification logically reversible. As the interface defines mostly communication operations, it makes sense to consider sending and receiving a message together as a single operation for this case. A communication operation can be considered logically reversible if the input on the sending process(es) can be deterministically deducted from the output on receiving process(es).

Table[1] describes which common MPI operations can be considered logically reversible. Detailed descriptions of the MPI operations are not outlined in this report, but can be examined in the MPI standard in [11].

An MPI_SEND matched with a corresponding MPI_RECV is logically reversible, if the RECV operation is executed with an explicitly defined source parameter specifying the sending process. Otherwise, it is not possible to deduct which process the message originates from, unless the status parameter is used on the receiving process to capture the source.

MPI_BCAST broadcasts the same message to all processes on the communicator, hence the operation is always reversible (as the input is the same as the output payload). MPI_SCATTER and MPI_GATHER either respectively divide
or concatenate the payload array, but do so in a deterministic ordering given by the process ranks, hence the operation is logically reversible.

Reversibility of the MPI\_REDUCE operation depends on the exact reduce function used, but reducing an array of values into a single value is usually not backwards-deterministic, hence this operation can be considered logically irreversible.

Single send and receive operations without a matching counterpart can be always considered reversible, as the operation will remain in a pending state until the message is sent/received by the other process and thus have no effect on the state of the process.

Whether the communication is carried out in a blocking or non-blocking manner does not affect the reversibility of the operation. However non-blocking operations that execute in the background (while the control flow of the program continues) exist in an ambiguous state of completion from the control flow viewpoint, before explicit checks are made to verify/wait for the completion of the operation.

VI. TOWARDS CAUSAL-CONSISTENT REVERSIBLE DEBUGGING IN MPI

The prevalence of MPI as a tool for implementing distributed-memory parallel applications provides reasoning for implementing a causal-consistent debugger for MPI. The ongoing academic and commercial efforts such as the ones described above for similar goals validate that implementation of these kinds of tools can exhibit practical benefit. The possible implementation requires solving multiple non-trivial challenges, hence this chapter outlines some foreseeable efforts towards implementing such a tool.

The efforts towards the implementation of the causal-consistent reversible debugger for Erlang described in [14] present a possible approach for solving this problem at on the theoretical side. Similarly to the work done in [12], the implementation of global causal consistency requires the modeling of the global system state with emphasis on the inter-process communication via messages. As is done for the Erlang debugger, a global “mailbox” can be considered for managing the state of messages in the system. This enables the semantics to be defined for both forward execution of the message-passing operations, as well as rollback operations for reversing the defined forward-operations.

A parallel debugger can be implemented either as a group of standalone processes that each connect to a specific process in the MPI application, or as a singleton process which is bound to all MPI processes. With the first approach, the standalone debugger processes would need to be connected to a central process which would orchestrate the execution of the individual debuggers. This kind of implementation has a benefit of separated concerns, as each process handles a concise scope of functionality, but on the other hand the orchestration of the group of debugger processes introduces additional overhead in terms of system complexity and quite probably in terms of performance. As for the second approach, a singleton process bound to all debugged processes would be architecturally simpler, but managing a high number of debugged processes simultaneously is bound to introduce high complexity as well.

For the debugger process to access the contents of the MPI message queues, work has been done in [15] for describing an interface that the TotalView debugger uses for accessing the MPI message queues.

As for locating all the MPI processes by a debugging tool, [15] describes a solution based on proctables that can be used for this purpose. In [16], an alternative interface is proposed for supporting identification of dynamically created MPI processes.

In terms of implementing a debugger, it can be considered to extend an existing debugger with functionality that would support causal-consistent debugging of MPI applications, instead of developing a debugger from scratch. One possibility of partial existing debugger reuse would be to implement the debugger only on the level of the debugger server, and use an existing debugger client for the user interface.

As for the requirement of being able to maintain causal consistency, the debugging tool must be able to identify the inter-process communication to establish the causal links between the processes. This task is non-trivial and cannot be solved by static analysis of the source code alone - for example, the parties doing communication are often evaluated dynamically during the program run-time, and hence are not known prior to the execution. This means that the debugger application needs to actively monitor the communications happening between the processes to establish causal links between the communicating parties.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this report, the application of the principle of reversibility in parallel message-passing systems was explored. The advances towards enabling fault-tolerance with the help of reversibility were surveyed, with focus on MPI-based systems, as well as state-of-the-art reversible debugging projects of both academic and commercial scopes. These domains are actively developing and the principles of reversibility have been shown to yield practical benefit. In the second half of the report, the inherent reversibility of MPI operations was explored, and some introductory and exploratory reasoning was aimed at implementing a causally-consistent reversible debugger for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>send operation</th>
<th>receive operation</th>
<th>logically reversible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPI_SEND</td>
<td>MPI_RECV(#)</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI_SEND</td>
<td>MPI_RECV(#)</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI_BCAST</td>
<td>MPI_RECV(#)</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI_SCATTER</td>
<td>MPI_RECV(#)</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI_GATHER</td>
<td>MPI_RECV(#)</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI_REDUCE</td>
<td>MPI_RECV(#)</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Logical reversibility of MPI communication operations
MPI applications. Though there are numerous challenges to be solved for the implementing such a tool, it appears to be a feasible endeavour.
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